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Today it seems impossible to reflect on far right radicalization at a time in which the 

President of the United States sanctions state violence on peaceful protestors, after the NYPD 

rammed them with their SUVs, and police across the country brutalized many of them. Yet 

the many representatives of the police construct themselves as victims. This is a standard 

procedure for the far right, which has been claiming victimhood for decades. For the alt-right, 

this is often articulated explicitly through white identity politics while the European far right 

imagines the nations on its continent in a cultural crisis in which migrants threaten the 

security and heritage of native Europeans. But it is also a part of everyday discourse in which 

white privilege and superiority is reproduced without explicit reference to white supremacist 

discourse. 

When called out for these racist positions, they make the claim that labeling them as 

‘racist’ is an attack on their dignity, freedom of expression, and freedom of opinion. Research 

demonstrates that the salience of white, Christian identity—and the artificial crisis of 

synthetic white victimhood—has become central to conservative politics today. It is 

articulated by the President of the United States when he takes credit for reclaiming “Merry 

Christmas” from those who would say “Happy Holidays”, by those who claim “all lives 

matter” when Black bodies are brutalized by police, and by pundits like Anne Coulter that 

center our attention on the whiteness of women killed by non-white men. None of these 

individuals belong to organized white supremacist groups, nor are they often considered 

white supremacists. Yet they support and reproduce white supremacy through their actions. 

Similarly, when social media platforms take down Black activists and activists in the Middle 

East but provide special review for extremists like Tommy Robinson and the far right party 

Britain First, they create space for white supremacist discourse. When considering the role 

social media platforms play in radicalization, it is impossible to ignore this broader context. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52880151
https://eu.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2020/05/31/new-york-city-george-floyd-protests-nypd-suvs-brooklyn-crowd/5299746002/
https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/05/george-floyd-protests-police-violence.html
https://academic.oup.com/socrel/article/79/2/147/4825283
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09502386.2020.1714687
https://edition.cnn.com/2019/10/24/tech/black-lives-matter-facebook-2020/index.html
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/facebook-doesn-t-care-activists-say-accounts-removed-despite-zuckerberg-n1231110
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/facebook-doesn-t-care-activists-say-accounts-removed-despite-zuckerberg-n1231110
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2018/jul/17/facebook-protects-far-right-activists-even-after-rule-breaches-dispatches-c4


Put polemically, we must try to understand how digital media operates in a context of white 

supremacy without white supremacists.  

Shortly before the 2020 demonstrations in Minneapolis protesting George Floyd’s 

murder by a police officer began, a woman named Amy Cooper had her dog unleashed in a 

part of New York City’s Central Park was asked to put the dog back on the leash by a 

birdwatcher on the board of directors of New York’s Audobon Society (dogs in that part of 

the park are meant to be leashed to preserve a safe environment for birds). In response to this 

request, Cooper threatened to call the police: “I'm going to tell them there's an African 

American man threatening my life.” In this moment she constructs a paranoiac fantasy in 

which a Black man’s reasonable request is a threat to her life. But Amy Cooper is no white 

supremacist. She was not ‘radicalized’ by watching hours of YouTube videos. She simply 

exploited the structures of white supremacy as a weapon to construct herself as a victim and 

threaten a black man’s life. She enacted white supremacy without being a white supremacist. 

 This is what Eduardo Bonilla-Silva refers to by invoking “racism without racists” or 

“color-blind racism”: that racism is more than the acts of “racists” but the “practices and 

mechanisms that reproduce racial inequality and white privilege” (2019, p. 1778; paywall). 

Focusing on individual racists is a distraction from the systemic processes that reproduce 

white supremacy and enable its persistence. The emotional economy of racism is another 

aspect of color-blind racism that Bonilla-Silva has discussed: “when Trump trashes Blacks, 

Muslims, and undocumented workers he is delivering emotional goods for his 

overwhelmingly white supporters” (2019, p. 1780; paywall).  

In my recent research, I develop the term white thymos to account for the dispositions, 

emotions, and enactments of white supremacy without the necessity of white supremacists. 

Thymos is a word taken from Ancient Greek, specifically Plato’s Republic, to refer to the part 

https://nypost.com/2020/05/26/christian-cooper-recounts-amy-cooper-incident-before-video-footage/
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0002764219842614
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/0002764219842614
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/09502386.2020.1714687


of man’s soul that seeks recognition for injustices done to him. Thymos is the center of pride, 

anger, rage, and resentment. In his seminal book on the topic, The End of History and the 

Last Man, Francis Fukuyama argues in the modern world, we are faced with the decline of 

megalothymia, the desire for the recognition of one’s superiority over others, and the rise of 

isothymia, the desire for the recognition of one’s equality to others. By white thymos, I refer 

to a disposition that simultaneously constructs white identity as marginalized and reproduces 

the superiority of white identity to others. Thus white thymos involves a particular 

combination of megalothymia and isothymia: white thymos uses the language of equality or 

isothymia to reproduce megalotyhmic white supremacy and its persistence in society. 

As outcry against racist policing in the United States has spread, even the police have 

constructed themselves as victims despite their overwhelmingly militarized and brutal 

response to the protests. On 9 June 2020, Mike O’Meara, president of the New York PBA 

(NYC’s largest police union) stated in a press conference, “stop treating us like animals and 

thugs and start treating us with some respect…we’ve been vilified, it’s disgusting”. O’Meara 

also goes on to condemn the murder of George Floyd as “disgusting”. And here the folding of 

isothymia and megalothymia reveals itself: using the same term, he equates the vilification of 

the police—the same department that rammed protestors with SUVs—with the murder of a 

Black man. That the loss of a Black life is equally grieveable as the vilification of public 

servants for their record of brutality demonstrates the fluid ways in which white thymos can 

operate. We see that it need not be explicitly racist—O’Meara doesn’t call on whiteness here

—but it can reproduce the structure of white thymos: constructing the aggressors as victims 

while diminishing and ignoring the pain of those oppressed by the very structures that 

empower the aggressors. By diminishing Black pain, O’Meara appeals to white thymos 

without explicit white supremacy.  

https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2020/06/mike-omeara-police-union-head.html


 Such synthesis of victimhood has repeated itself just a week after O’Meara’s press 

conference. On 15 June 2020, three police officers reported feeling ill after drinking 

milkshakes at a Shake Shack franchise and were hospitalized. The NY PBA issued a 

statement that night: “officers cannot even take [a] meal without coming under attack” and 

later tweeted that the officers were “apparently poisoned”. The tweet has since been deleted 

and it has been established that there was no foul play. On 16 June 2020 a police officer in 

Georgia preordered a meal at McDonalds and went to retrieve it from a drive-thru, where she 

was informed with staff that there was a delay with her meal. In a teary, melodramatic video 

posted online, the officer said she told the employees at the restaurant not to bother providing 

the meal: “right now I’m too nervous to take a meal from McDonald’s because I can’t see it 

being made”. This isn’t new. In 2019, a Kansas police officer made up a story about a 

McDonald’s employee writing “fucking pig” on his coffee. 

 Claiming these police officers are white supremacists is as dubious as it is 

unproductive, but we can see how their words support white privilege by selectively 

acknowledging pain: they claim that police face victimization, marginality, and hate while 

diminishing the pain inflicted on people of color by police officers. Can these incidents be 

considered white thymos if these police officers never actually said anything racist? Perhaps 

they can, upon examining the differential grieveability of Black life in contrast to the pride of 

police officers. This is a veiled grammar of white supremacy in which black life is 

systematically undervalued, its loss uncounted, centering instead on the police officer’s 

experience of shame. One does not need to be a white supremacist to grieve the purported 

marginalization of the police while failing to grieve the loss of Black life. 

 It is from this context that we must approach far right radicalization online. Just as 

Amy Cooper or some police officers did not need to be white supremacists to enact white 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/lisettevoytko/2020/06/16/ny-police-unions-allege-officers-poisoned-from-shake-shack-food-then-change-tune/#33372c4c5517
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tommybeer/2020/06/17/video-of-crying-cop-goes-viral-and-exposes-deeply-divided-feelings-about-police/#43095f3a57f1
https://www.forbes.com/sites/tommybeer/2020/06/17/video-of-crying-cop-goes-viral-and-exposes-deeply-divided-feelings-about-police/#43095f3a57f1
https://www.gq.com/story/police-coffee-mcdonalds-pig
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/01419870.2011.613997


supremacy or diminish Black pain, we see that social media platforms enact white supremacy 

without being white supremacists. Social media content moderation consistently affirms the 

right of extremists to offend over the harms that this offense can cause. Social media 

platforms have taken significant steps to take down the most egregious forms of white 

supremacist content. Today, organized hate groups have a more difficult time maintaining a 

presence on these platforms but contemporary far right exploitation of social platforms is 

decentered, networked, and unstructured, making it difficult to police these groups. Focus on 

the most egregious forms of white supremacy, which is politically expedient for platforms, 

distances them from the everyday enactments of white supremacy without white 

supremacists. 

 Today, the discussion on far right radicalization online tends not to focus on these 

most egregious exponents, but on what has been referred to as the “alt-lite” by the Anti-

Defamation League: individuals (usually “microcelebrities” or influencers) that apparently 

“reject the overtly white supremacist ideology of the alt-right”. These individuals 

systematically claim that conservatives are being censored online, backed up by rhetoric 

directly from the White House, the GOP, and the radical right in Europe. By drawing dubious 

lines between the alt-right and the “alt-lite”, such distinctions enable actors like Brittany 

Sellner (née Pettibone), Jack Posobiec, Paul Joseph Watson, and Lauren Southern to 

participate in an emotional economy of racism online. 

 Moreover, the actions taken by platforms are minimalist. After the terrorist attack on 

two mosques in Christchurch, NZ in 2019, Facebook committed to taking down overt white 

supremacist content. It also committed to redirecting searches for white supremacist groups 

to Life After Hate, an organization that supports those that wish to leave hate movements. In 

a recent test, researchers found that only 6% of such searches led to a redirection. It has also 

https://scroll.in/article/921748/debate-over-regulating-right-wing-extreme-speech-online-must-shift-to-harms-such-speech-can-cause
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/03071847.2020.1727157
https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounders/from-alt-right-to-alt-lite-naming-the-hate
https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounders/from-alt-right-to-alt-lite-naming-the-hate
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1527476419879919
https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/27/18284174/facebook-ban-white-nationalist-separatist-content
https://www.lifeafterhate.org/blog/2019/3/27/life-after-hate-working-with-facebook-to-help-individuals-leave-behind-hate-groups
https://www.techtransparencyproject.org/sites/default/files/Facebook-White-Supremacy-Report.pdf


been established recently that YouTube executives refused to take down far right extremist 

videos and conspiracy theorists because of their engagement numbers. 

 If we are to consider the question of radicalization by design, then we must start from 

a few key premises. First, far right radicalization exists within a culture and emotional 

economy of white thymos that creates an artificial sense of white marginality and the 

simultaneous refusal to grieve the loss of Black life and the harms of racist digital cultures on 

people of color. This is not only part of the design of platforms, but a social reality refracted 

through them. Second, white supremacy does not require white supremacists, only processes, 

enactments, and policies that maintain and reproduce white privilege. This is apparent not in 

the design of platforms but their minimalism in responding primarily to the most egregious 

and explicit forms of white supremacy. This means that social media platforms do not enable 

in radicalization by design alone, but by choice.  

White supremacists are not in charge of these platforms, yet they provide the 

communicative infrastructure that attacks on the dignity of people of color rely upon. Often 

our focus sits on recommendation systems and algorithms; and while these play an important 

role, their policies in response to politicized claims of conservatives being censored tend to 

privilege the right to express an opinion without attention to the harms that such opinions 

may cause. In doing so, platforms have built an infrastructure for the enactment of white 

supremacy despite not being white supremacists themselves. Understanding far right 

radicalization online must start with the recognition of platforms’ failure to challenge the 

extant social and cultural structures in which white supremacy remains deeply embedded. 

 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-04-02/youtube-executives-ignored-warnings-letting-toxic-videos-run-rampant
https://jia.sipa.columbia.edu/ungovernability-digital-hate-culture

